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Comments about AE_LIVE - Autechre
Cells
In case anyone wondered, the show yesterday evening seemed further a progressive deconstruction
in comparison to these shows. There were a few beats which felt misaligned and in one instance, I
was under the impression that a vocoder was being used. It would have strangely fit the soundscape
at that moment, but it seems to have been an electronic cigarette unfortunately and that is in fact
something which had understandably been banned from this concert hall. Who needs virtual reality
if reality can be shaped through sound this way?
Marinara
I have to admit though that it is hard to get over the purring snappiness of this section from last
year, which was not included here or included here in an altered form, but which in fact seems to be
somewhat based on "Vekos", "SPL9" and partially "Irlite (Get 0)" from "Exai". I would not get enough
of album lenghts filled with it:https://youtu.be/Dk0qZ93cOaw
Rainbearer
I wish the tracks were way shorter. Way shorter way shorter.
Nten
fkn inspiring, mesmerizing. brain melting!
Уou ll never walk alone
I don't like saying wow. But wow and triple furkin' wow
Nafyn
Having listened through the first four as well as the ninth recording multiple times now, I would say
that it is likely that this series of recordings with a comparable, if evolving set does not constitute
their twelfth album, but that elements, beats, patterns and flavours most likely will. I like how the
sections interlock and I really like the abrasive, thick, purring parts, of which there can never be
enough of for my liking.
Runeterror
Thank you Autechre! These live recordings are so wild and awesome!
Xarcondre
I agree, the same as Hafler Trio release.
Vijora
This release should be under live or mix or compilation section not under the Album section.
Steamy Ibis
Seriously, though, I have no issue if someone wants to call this an album, but FFS just have one
master listing containing the 9 individual and various group listings. Having it as 9+ different album
listings is ludicrous and makes people go to a second page to see their more recent releases. Same
goes for 'elseq', and 'NTS Sessions', very awkward way to list them. Someone with some pull around
here should fix this, it wouldn't be difficult.
wanderpool
I agree, this certainly is a showcase of them taking things further once again, but it does not
necessarily mean that this is their new album.
Goltizuru

To quote Sean Booth: "Depends on how you define an
album."http://www.latimes.com/entertainment/music/la-et-ms-autechre-20151119-story.html
Vertokini
Good lord, a vinyl box release! Please!
Kann
Forget me not, yours truly, the compact disc.
Zodama
After seeing Autechre live (2nd time) in Orlando Florida I totally understand why their new release
would be live show recordings. These guys can jam out like the Grateful Dead does for hippies. I
always wanted to record the shows I went to but didn't have the technology on hand for it to sound
any good. This album grants that wish.
deadly claw
anyone know where I can download this from?thanks in advance
Anarus
From here : https://autechre.bleepstores.com/
Marilbine
These are utterly astonishing.
Naril
The most spot on description of the release:"That boundary is sort of gone now," says Booth,
"because we want to get to a point where we can just spit an album out in real time. I'd say we are
close to it, if not actually there already."
http://www.portlandmercury.com/portland/autechres-electronic-transmissions/Content?oid=1654253
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